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RBNZ: QE upsize likely in May
•
•
•
•
•

RBNZ has been front-loading government bond purchases.
We estimate the Bank is $1.4b ahead of the initially communicated run rate.
Additional government debt issuance warrants a QE-upsize.
We think the programme could lift from $33b, to $40-50b at the May meeting.
Inflation-linked bonds to be added to the mix, but not corporate bonds.

The RBNZ has made a strong quantitative easing (QE) debut, but we think it’s going to have to go harder.
Recall the Bank initially announced a $30b, twelvemonth programme of government bond purchases.
A $750m per week cadence was the early plan, but
with on-the-ground implementation decisions
delegated to Bank staff. At that time, $30b
amounted to about half of the entire nominal
government bond market.
Of course, since that announcement, the NZ
government has upsized massively its debt issuance
plans, effectively diluting the yield-moving power of
the RBNZ’s $30b QE programme. As we outlined in
our note last week, this mix of more bond supply but
the same amount of RBNZ buying saw government
bond yields move well above swap rates – a
historically unusual event (chart opposite).
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Last week, the RBNZ hinted fairly strongly that it will
go harder on the QE front, but that this is a decision
for the Monetary Policy Committee, which makes its
next formal announcement on 13 May. By then the
Committee would have received the next full
economic assessment from RBNZ staff.
But how big will they go? A couple of points on this.
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First, they have moved already. Following the
government’s bond programme upsize, the Bank has been using its operational flexibility to buy bonds at a run-rate
`
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well above what was initially outlined. As the chart above shows, just under $1.8b in government bonds were bought
last week with a further $1.8b planned for this week. In the three weeks QE has been running, the cumulative bond
buying “worm” is $1.4b ahead of the initial plan.
Second, by the end of June we estimate that the (nominal) government bond market will be around $15b larger – at
around $75b – than what the RBNZ thought it would be at the time their $30b QE plan was hatched. The size of the
market will also continue to grow beyond June. Last week, Assistant Governor Hawkesby confirmed the ideal state for
the Bank is still to own 40-50% of the market. Indeed, this is a broadly similar ownership percentage to the RBNZ’s QEhappy offshore counterparts.
Then there’s the question of scope.
The Bank confirmed last week that it will add Local Government Funding Agency bonds to its QE mandate, to the tune
of $3b (around 30% of the market). We also expect inflation-indexed government bonds to be added to the list in
May. There’s around $18b of ‘linkers’ on issue and, applying a similar RBNZ ownership percentage as LGFA bonds, we
expect the Bank could purchases $5b or so of linkers.
At this stage we don’t expect the Bank to start buying corporate bonds in the same way the likes of Fed are now doing
in earnest. There are a few difficulties associated with doing so. For one thing, there is a dearth of highly-rated
corporate bonds on issue in NZ. Buying corporate paper also raises the thorny issue of which corporates to buy, and
which not to. Who gets the special treatment, in other words. Finally, for QE buying to actually benefit the borrowing
entities (rather than simply the institution who is holding their paper) corporates need to be issuing new bonds, and
they aren’t at present.
We think the Bank’s approach of buying government and LGFA bonds to (1) directly lower base interest rates and (2)
splash cash around the system is the best approach. There should be indirect positive effects on corporate bond
spreads in doing so. Assistant Governor Hawkesby toed a similar line in his interview with Bloomberg last week.
Based on all of the above, we think the total RBNZ QE programme could lift from the current $33b (including the $3b
of LGFA bonds) to $45-50b in May.
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Disclaimer
This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice. We believe that the
information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the information
available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy,
reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this document are
subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank
Limited. We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any
person involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this
document. Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are
subject to contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent
or warrant that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.
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